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Control-flow attacks ranging from classical stack-based buffer overflow to sophisticated return-oriented programming (ROP) cleverly exploit the vulnerability in the software to gain control over it. Recently, Spectre and Meltdown attacks show that the architecture itself can be a loophole that can be exploited to leak the secrete data otherwise inaccessible. In this dissertation, we address several software as well as hardware related vulnerabilities with micro-architecture based countermeasures to secure the system against control-flow attacks and speculation based cache probe attacks. Firstly, we present a novel run-time approach to extract program variables’ memory information from instructions to create cache-like structure, variable record table (VRT). We modify pipeline architecture to utilize VRT to detect stack as well as heap buffer overflow attacks. Execution time per test case is five or more orders of magnitude less in this approach. We further use the VRT information as a novel approach to verify back-edge control flow integrity (CFI) by comparing with actual variables usage once control returns from a function. Secondly, we encode the basic block and its adjacent block(s) of a control flow graph (CFG) with equidistant hamming labels at the instruction level for full CFI enforcement. Encoded CFG helps in significant ROP gadget search space reduction (up to 99.28%). Lastly, we present a novel approach to defend misspeculation based cache probing attacks by identifying vulnerable cache addresses during speculative memory access. We record such memory access in VRT to verify unauthorized access from within and outside of the process in real-time. The additional instruction overhead in this approach is zero.
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